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Research & Instruction 
Librarian
Monday, July 13, 2020
Outline for the 
next hour-ish
How do people learn online?
How do we make things that are effective 
for people who will be learning online?
How can I plan ahead?




Learning with technology rewires the
brain
Today's students are digital natives











How do we make things 
that are effective for 




Combining words and graphics
Keeping it simple
Breaking it down
Combining Words and Graphics: Multimedia Principle




















Breaking it Down: Segmenting Principle
Break lessons into 
smaller parts
Students work at 
their own pace




Key terms and 
concepts
How to use 
the platform
How can I plan ahead?
Time-savers
Reusing content Consider sharing yours
Accessibility Learn more tomorrow ;)
Choosing the 







all the things a thing 
can do
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Questions?
